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Impressio 
silicone foam sheets

Prevent shining
imprints on textile

Highlights        made to size     flexible     can be used frequently

What is Impressio?
Impressio are flexible silicone foam sheets which are  
used to prevent shining imprints after heat sealing on 
textile. To achieve this, the material has to be placed over 
the exposed textile and around the product you wish to 
seal.

There where the cut out has been made, the platen will 
seal the product but where Impressio protects the textile, 
a shining imprint is prevented.

After placing Impressio on the textile the seal machine can 
be closed. 
 
After sealing the machine can be opened, Impressio can 
be removed (be careful, material will be hot immediately 
after sealing) and remove the carrier of the transfer, after 
which the textile is ready to use.

Tip:
Maintain an extra 5 mm around the carrier of the  
emblem, transfer or label to assure an even pressure on 
the product. Take care that the strips of Impressio are 
placed against each other instead of on top of each other. 
This assures an even pressure which is not impaired by 
Impressio, on the place where it is needed.

Directions for use:
Impressio can be applied in several ways:

 - You can apply Impressio as a cut out mask for easy   
  positioning of heat seal products on the same spot   
  on multiple items. Any mask can be made to size   
  and a collection of masks can be made to fit any need  
  for recurring heat sealing jobs.

 - Also strips or any other form can be made in  
  different sizes, which will cover up the textile items   
  where necessary, leaving open the exact spot where  
  heat sealing is planned.

The sheet of Impressio material should be at least the size 
of the sealing pad of the seal machine being able to cover 
the whole textile.

Impressio is supplied in 4 (rollable) sheets of 42x50 mm, 
which is the maximum size of the Thermopatch large 
platen heat seal machines.

You can easily cut the sheets to strips or cut out a mask 
(opening in the Impressio material) with a knife or a pair 
of scissors.
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Specifications: For technical details please see our Specifications leaflet which can be downloaded from our website at www.thermopatch.com
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